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What Do We Do at CSOR? 
 

CSOR supports the physical, social, emotional, psychological and spiritual restoration of those who have committed sexual 
offenses.  The literature in the field confirms that:   1) reducing risk of sexual offense, 2) educating the public, including 
the media, the legislature, faith communities and people in general regarding the myths and facts of sexual offending, and 
3) restoring those who have committed a sexual offense reduces recidivism and enhances the safety of us all (this 
restoration may also include the support and restoration of those who have been sexually abused as we are asked to 
participate by survivors). 
 
To that end, we: 

 Assist with re-entry, providing housing leads, phones as resources allow, clothing (from ARC and Goodwill etc.), 
pick up at DRDC or the Greyhound Bus Terminal etc. 

 Publish a quarterly newsletter for those on our mailing list inside and outside of prison. 
 Maintain a website at www.csor-home.org, aimed at:  opinions and review of current news articles/publications, 

the provision of educational/journal articles regarding various issues in sexual offending, offering an e-mail 
address for exchange of thoughts and to offer people around the country the chance to interact as to the needs 
of their family in the sexual offense arena etc. 

 Visit with parole and probation officers, re-entry staff, those who have offended and interested community people 
around the state to enhance the resources available to those whose lives will forever be affected by the choice 
that they made to sexually offend. 

 Do care management with families and friends of those with a sexual offense in their background – i.e. in cases 
where the person with the offense is dying in prison; or, in cases where an older parent cannot get to the prison 
to visit with their family member; assist families when DOC/SOTMP does not seem to respond to their questions 
regarding why their loved one is not in treatment, or why they were set back, or sent to a private prison. 

 Hold a quarterly meeting for interested community organizations and their staff working with those who have 
offended, as well as for those who have offended, and family and friends.  This meeting covers a variety of topics 
including, treatment, housing, re-entry, jobs, bad law etc. 

 Interact with other organizations that specifically assist this group of folks, such as Advocates for Changes, CCJRC 
(Colorado Criminal and Juvenile Justice Coalition), Colorado CURE, The Colorado Department of Corrections 
(CDOC), the Sex Offender Management Board (SOMB), Colorado Circles of Support and Accountability and others. 

 Meet with those who have offended and/or their family members’ one on one to discuss their concerns or special 
needs; try to assist where needed. 

 Attend all day SOMB Meeting once monthly as well as several SOMB Committees during the month; also attend 
CDOC Citizens Advocate Meetings Quarterly.  (continued on page 2) 
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 Go to lunch with potential letter writing volunteers to offer guidance in writing to those at CDOC who send us 
letters. 

 Send out e-mail updates to everyone on the CSOR e-mail list. 
 Testify at the legislature as needed during session. 
 Make referrals to other organizations as appropriate. 
 Cultivate friendships with leaders in helping organizations to assist them in gaining familiarity with myths and facts 

regarding sexual abuse.  This opens the door for them to be a voice in the community with us. 
 Get involved, when opportunities are provided, with the restoration of survivors and the person who offended 

against them.  Assist survivors and their families as they try to make sense of what has happened to them when 
we are asked to get involved. 

 

 

NEWS TIDBITS 

 Nineteen year old Zack Anderson of Indiana was given 25 years on the sex offender registry for having sex with a 
girl that had told him she was 17, the age of consent in Michigan.  He found her on a website.  She lived in Michigan, 
so he crossed into Michigan to meet her, went to a park and had sex with her, and found out she was only 14.  
Despite the pleadings of the parents on both sides, and the young woman herself, the judge said that Zach had 
made a very bad choice and that the kind of sex he had been seeking –i.e. sex with no commitment which the 
judge said in his own words was rampant today, was not acceptable.  Zack and his parents appealed the Berrien 
County, Michigan Judge’s decision, and the Judge is thinking about changing the sentence.  Stay tuned. 
 

 The DORA Report (Department of Regulatory Agencies Report) is due to be published in October 2015.  It will be 
utilized during the 2016 legislative session to decide whether the Sex Offender Management Board continues to 
do its work, probably for ten more years until the next Sunset Review.  There is little doubt that the board will 
continue, but hopefully the report will make some recommendations for action that may improve the board’s 
outcomes. 
 

 The trip I was hoping to take to Montreal in October for the ATSA Conference is not going to happen.  CSOR raised 
around $1,100 toward the trip, but because of the high cost of travel to Montreal, the high cost of the hotel, and 
the hefty price of the conference itself, around $3,000 is needed.  The money that folks sent that is earmarked for 
an ATSA Conference will be held over until next year, when the conference is in Florida and hopefully less costly 
in terms of travel.  The ATSA Conference is the pinnacle of conferences regarding sexual abuse research and issues, 
and Colorado’s system can benefit from the attendance of persons advocating for the person with the offense. 
 

 A recent update by John Pineau indicated that of the 30 people who had signed up to be class representatives for 
the New DOCCA, only 9 remained when they were ready to file the case.  Most had been paroled.  It remains to 
be seen whether the money collected for the DOCCA will return to Advocates for Change, be used IF the attorneys 
decide to find more people and go forward with the DOCCA Lawsuit, or be utilized for a different, but needed 
legal battle yet to be determined (e-mail from John Pineau during August 2015). 

“Here’s to the craziness.  The misfits.  The rebels.  The troublemakers.  The round pegs in the square 

holes.  The ones who see things differently.  They’re not fond of rules and they have no respect for the 

status quo.  You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them.  About the only thing you 

can’t do is ignore them.  Because they change things.  They push the human race forward.  And while 

some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius.  Because the people who are crazy enough to 

think they can change the world, are the ones who do”.      Steve Jobs 
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THE PATH TO CHANGE 
 

Susan Walker, M.A. 
Director, CSOR (Coalition for Sexual Offense Restoration) 

Affiliate/National RSOL 
 
 

 The path to change, or perhaps better stated, the paths to 
change, are convoluted, complex, precarious and usually long.  The 
ideas for change are many.  The problems that need solving are 
multi-faceted and challenging.  There is no better example of a 
system in need of change than the one that treats, supervises and 
monitors persons who have committed and/or been convicted of, a 
sexual offense. 
 
 In Colorado and around the United States, D.A.’s, survivors’ 
advocates and groups, prosecutors and law enforcement, team up 
against “the bad guys”.  Even treatment providers in many instances 
join the battle against the evils of sexual offending.  It is true that the 
damage from sexual offending behavior can be horrific, but when 
does the long arm of the criminal justice system learn to say enough? 
 
 In the last ten years, a number of advocate groups have sprung 
up around the country for those who have committed sexual 
offenses.   Support is also sometimes present for their families, as 
they suffer through the excruciating pain of seeing their loved ones 
disintegrate into non-beings in the eyes of the rest of the world.  
Probation, prison, parole, treatment, registration, lack of housing 
and jobs, poor medical care, civil commitment, suicide and generally 
being seen as society’s “lepers” negatively affect the person who has 
offended or been convicted of an offense, his or her family members 
and friends and all of us. 
 
 It recently became clear to the Sex Offender Management Board 
(SOMB) in Colorado, largely through the Outside Evaluators’ Reports 
(mandated by the Joint Budget Committee of the Colorado 
Legislature), that Family Engagement was a Board Task Force or Ad 
Hoc Committee that needed to be formed.  As that group met and 
eventually participated in panel discussions before the SOMB, family 
members of those who had sexually offended as well as those who 
had offended themselves, were humanized significantly.  The Board 

began to see that not only were panel members victims/survivors themselves, but that they had known the person with 
the offense background much longer than what the system had known them.  While being diagnosed as sociopaths, 
psychopaths, pedophiles and labeled incurable monsters, families in many cases knew that the person they had grown up 
with had other and more commendable characteristics than those with which the system labeled them.  They as families 
and friends could do more in the healing process than hold the person accountable in a law enforcement kind of way – 
they could model pro-social behavior, assist the person in the system with return to society and participate in the healing 
process with them. 
 
  

“You cannot raise a man up by calling him down”.   William J.H. Boetcker 

EMILY HOROWITZ 

“The lawyers complain, as many 

offenders do, about the corruption 

of the state treatment providers and 

the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. They 

say all sex offenders are treated the 

same way, even though there are 

obviously many types of sex 

offenses:  ‘Why put someone who 

was 20 and had sex with a 16 year 

old with ‘hard-core’ pedophiles?’  

They say much of their work involves 

offenders who get in trouble after 

providers claim they are not 

participating fully in treatment.  The 

use of polygraphs, they say, is also 

problematic and inconsistent.” 

 

PROTECTING OUR KIDS? 

How Sex Offender Laws Are Failing Us.  

Praeger™ 2015 

Emily Horowitz PhD 
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Another committee that is assisting in the change process is the Continuity of Care Committee.  People receiving 
treatment on probation who are revoked and go to prison have had to start over on treatment when they get to prison, 
and then if and when they are released, have had to again start over on treatment during post prison parole supervision.  
Through the eyes of the family members and those who have offended that sit on SOMB Committees, and largely because 
of the impact of the legislatively mandated Outside Evaluators’ Reports, the members of the system have begun to see 
that a person’s level of risk can help to determine how much and what level of treatment they need.  The change that has 
come to the treatment program in the Colorado Department of Corrections is amazing, and many hundreds of men and 
women are now getting out of prison.  The outside system under the purview of the SOMB is trying to catch up with the 
massive change that has happened in CDOC, but is not yet ready for the numbers and the sophistication of the men and 
women getting out as it pertains to risk levels, and treatment and supervision that conforms to the principles of RNR (Risk, 
Need and Responsivity).  A CDOC therapist recently stated that he thought he was assessing risk and treating accordingly 
for many years, until the OER came out; the more he utilized the RNR approach, he knew that he really hadn’t been (stated 
at SOMB Standards and Guidelines Meeting 2015). 
 
 Among the obvious needs for change that this committee is also working on is the need for a safety plan that can 
be activated as soon as the person gets out of prison.  Because people usually don’t really get into treatment for at least 
four weeks after getting out, and that is where safety plans are written, there are a whole host of things they have to be 
able to do to survive in the meantime.  An interim safety plan is being piloted by the committee that allows supervisees 
to go through a prepared safety plan with their parole officer the first day they are out, and check off the places that they 
need to go while waiting to get into treatment.  These include the need to eat, to do laundry, to look for work, to get a 
haircut, to look for housing, to visit businesses that provide basic and necessary resources, such as clothing, phones to call 
C-Wise (parole case management system) daily etc.  The old parole approach that you could go only to re-entry, parole, 
mental health and work force is hopefully soon to be of history for most. Besides the safety plan form, the committee also 
created a form that can go to a judge when someone asks to get off the registry.  Many times people lose their treatment 
completion statement when they leave treatment on the outside, and have nothing to take with them when they go to 
court.   Since almost no-one is currently getting off the registry (except for some juveniles), it is crucial that something like 
the paperwork the committee has created (thanks in large to Laurie Rose Kepros, Director of Sexual Litigation for the 
Public Defender’s Office) be available to the court when the request is made. While the real purpose of the adult form is 
to document treatment completion, it could be utilized by a judge in the future for adult relief from the registry.  The 
juvenile form is specific to registry relief. No-one is sure if and when judges will start to consider release from registration 
for adults. 
 
 Why is it so difficult for the various parties to get together?  I met recently with a young woman who is a sexual 
abuse survivor, and had a different experience than most who go through the victims’ advocate system.  She learned that 
the man who offended against her committed suicide, and found she wished that she had told this man that she forgave 
him.  She realized that he did this because he did not feel that he could “recapture life” in any meaningful way.  She wants 
to try to help change the current view of most victim/survivor advocates because some victims suffer for a lifetime, all 
who have offended must suffer for a lifetime as well.  I am anxious to see how we can work together to continue to 
promote this much needed change. 
 
 As CSOR looks at processes for change, whether they be committees, work groups, legislative efforts or litigation 
etc., it is important to keep in mind that change begins in the hearts of people, and from one person to another.  If a 
system is failing, the individuals that make up that system (or those systems) must come together to effect the necessary 
change.  This article provides just one example of how those from all sides of the path have taken the change mandate 
seriously, and attempted to begin to move things along!  The road is long, perhaps never ending, but change is happening 
bit by bit, and we must move forward with it as it does! 
 
 There are no guarantees that substantive and long term change can happen in Colorado and across the country.  
However, there is evidence of small but decisive change in the hearts and minds of at least some SOMB members.  Nothing 
important ever comes easy! 

 

“…BUT THOSE WHO HOPE IN THE LORD WILL RENEW THEIR STRENGTH.  THEY WILL SOAR ON WINGS LIKE EAGLES; THEY WILL RUN 
AND NOT GROW WEARY, THEY WILL WALK AND NOT FAINT”.  JOSHUA 1:9 
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Two Important CSOR Meetings 

 

Since the last newsletter, CSOR met with a couple of people who may be very helpful to our cause.  One is Mr. Kevin 
Steenbergen from Prison Fellowship and the other is Pastor Jim Walters from Bear Valley Church in Lakewood, Co. 

 

Meeting with Mr. Steenbergen 

 

My son Mark and I met with Kevin Steenbergen during July to see if we could work together with Prison Fellowship to 
identify more people who want to provide support for those who need it to be paroled.  Mark and I talked with him 
regarding the need for individual support persons, as well as the need for people who would be willing to go through the 
training for Circles of Support and Accountability.  Mr. Steenbergen had been approached earlier by a CDOC therapist 
who asked him if there was anything that Prison Fellowship could do to assist with this recruitment. 

 

While this particular need does not fit squarely into any of their present programs, he was certainly interested in 
discussing the issue with others in Prison Fellowship to see if there was anything that could be done to move the support 
person or circle of support concept forward. 

 

 

Meeting with Pastor Jim Walters   

 

I met with Pastor Jim a few weeks ago to discuss the recruitment of individual support persons as well as people who 
might want to be part of the Circles Program.  After discussing the myths and facts regarding sexual abuse, he was 
pleased to do what he could to begin to address the issue.  On September 20, he and I will be “up front” at Bear Valley 
Church, sharing with the congregation the need for support.  The next Sunday people who are interested will have a 
chance to attend a luncheon after services to learn more about the myths and facts of sexual offending, and the great 
need we have for both individual support people and Circles volunteers.   After that, for six weeks, CSOR is scheduled to 
present via a class regarding a more in depth look at sexual abuse issues, and how the church can be involved and make 
a difference.  We plan to include Mary Heathman from Beyond Containment in a couple of those sessions as well to 
represent the need for Circles volunteers. An additional possible assist from Bear Valley Church may include a small 
grant (just under $1,000) for CSOR, perhaps toward the purchase of cell phones for people getting out of prison! 

 

We are prayerful that this effort to reach out will result in a few folks at least, that feel led to do this important work. 

 

“I can do everything through him who gives me strength.” 

Phil. 4:13 
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We were ripped apart by your sudden death 

I felt like I could never since catch my breath. 

I am alone now on this wretched earth 

Fasting for love and my sense of worth. 

 

You were my rock that kept me so steady 

I owe you a life full of moments to be ready. 

You pulled me through war, through terror and disaster 

You were my champion, my hope, my pride, my pastor. 

 

I wasn’t ready and have many times failed. 

My pain is not just mine, to others it sailed. 

What a horrible mess of a life I have made 

And the hurt I have caused others I look at unpaid. 

 

I am now forced to look in the depths of my soul. 

At the person, the life, the moments, the loss of control. 

How can I find peace and love and hope? 

When in the passion of despair I can barely cope. 

 

I turned to you dear mother and reflect on the past 

Then remembered the pain you had to outlast. 

As a boy I remember you cried deep into the night 

But the next morning your pain was out of sight. 

 

I asked you the next day why you were so sad 

And you explained about the cancer you were told you had. 

You told me that life has its ups and its downs 

But with a smile you said, “Do not frown”. 

 

There were times to follow that sadness was yours 

But I always remembered that your happiness reassures. 

You made the best of your hard life 

So how dare I choose to live with such strife. 

 

I now have the love and the happiness to grow 

Because I went back 

To the home I know 

 

D. Smith 

The Home I Know 


